1. Introduction. The homomorphisms between two free groups have been characterized by Herbert Federer and Bjarni Jonsson (see [Fj] (1)) as being retractive, i.e., if G and H are free groups and if / is a homomorphism on G onto H, then G = S*Z with / mapping S isomorphically onto H and Z into the identity. Their proof consists of a transfinite convergence process making strong use of Jakob Nielsen's procedure (see [NL] or [FJ] ) for reducing a finite subset of a free group. In a footnote, they have expressed belief that their methods could be used to extend a theorem due to I. Gruschko (see [GK] or [K2] ) which characterizes the homomorphisms on a finitely generated free group F onto a free product as mapping some free factorization of P onto the given iree factors. It is desired to remove the finitary restriction, the resulting statement amounting to a generalization of the above FedererJ6nsson result.
With this goal in mind, a procedure is given in §3 for reducing a subset of a free product. These reduction transformations are motivated by Nielsen's procedure and possess similar properties. Some important known theorems on the rank and the subgroups of a free product are obtained somewhat as by-products of this development. The conjecture of Federer and Jonsson is verified in §4 (their methods apply quite well). The main result is Theorem 4.4 which can be stated in more familiar notation: if / is a homomorphism on the free group P onto * II Hi, <G/ then there exists J such that * F = II Ji and f(Ji) = Hi for i E I.
iGi An example is given in 4.5 of an indecomposable group with a decomposable homomorphic image. In §5 some computability assumptions are made within the factors of a free product, and the reduction procedure thereby becomes effective for decision procedure purposes. This fact is applied to prescribe a recursive pro-cedure for deciding whether or not a given element of a free product belongs to the subgroup generated by a given finite subset. This paper is a revised version of the writer's thesis, written under the direction of his esteemed teachers, Professors Jonsson and Federer, and submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy at Brown University, April 23, 1951. The revision (2) has included simplifying the reduction procedure and the addition of §5. The writer is also indebted to Professor H. W. Kuhn for his constructive criticism of this paper.
2. Preliminaries. If X is a set, we denote the cardinal number of X by card X. In any numerical inequality, the numbers we compare are integers. When we write bEXn, we mean that ra^O and ft is an ra-termed sequence, (fti, • • • , ftn), with bx, • ■ ■ , bnEX.
Suppose S is an equivalence relation over the set X. For x, yEX, according as x does or does not stand in the relation 8 to y, we write x 8 y or x not 8 y.
We designate the fi-equivalence class of each xEX by (x/&) = {y\ x&y}.
In proving Theorem 3.5, we shall compare the fineness of certain equivalence relations over finite sets as measured by gauge 8 = II (card ^4 + 1), AS* where a= {(y/£)\yex}.
If G is a group, we define [A} to be the subgroup of G generated by A for A EG, and by the rank of G we mean the minimum card A such that [A ] =G.
Thus rank {e} =0.
The properties of free groups that we use are quite elementary and can be found, for example, in §2 of [FJ] .
Suppose P is a subset of the group G, r is a function on P into G, C= {r\r(r) = r}, and r(p) E [C]p±l [C] for pEP.
We then say that r is an elementary transformation^) of P. It is clear that (2) Substantially completed while the writer was on leave from the Operations Evaluation Group, Navy Department.
(*) This is a special kind of the elementary transformations of sequential forms considered
In [FJ] . For HE<t>, H is called a free factor of G. We call 0 a free factorization of G. It is clear that if <p and 0' are respectively free factorizations of the groups G and G' and are in one-one correspondence with corresponding factors isomorphic, then G is isomorphic to G'.
Suppose 0 is a set of groups intersecting pairwise in a common identity e. We construct a group G as follows so that 0 is a free factorization of G. Let G be the set of finite sequences over U H-{e}, every pair of consecutive terms of which belong to different members of 4>-The product of two elements of G is obtained from the sequence they form in juxtaposition by amalgamating into one term the neighboring end terms if they belong to the same member of <b, deleting the term if the pair cancels, and repeating until neither cancellation nor amalgamation is possible. Identifying e with the vacuous sequence and u with (m) whenever e ?*uEHE<P, one can check that this construction meets the requirements.
(For an easy proof of associativity, see B. L. van der Waerden [WD] .)
In view of the preceding two paragraphs, corresponding to each free factorization <p oi a group G, each xEG is uniquely expressible in the form n x = n«.. >-i where e^UiEHiEfp tor l^i^n and i/,5^i/f+i for l^i<n. Obviously this unique representation property implies the homomorphism property stated in the definition of the free product. Another characterization of 0 as a free factorization of G is the property that(4) G = j U TT 1 and fl »> ^ e LhS# J i=l whenever >ra>0, e^fliETT,E</> for 1 ^i^m, and Hi^Hi+l for 1 gi</ra.
The unique representation described in the preceding paragraph gives rise to a notion of length: ra is called the length of x with respect to <j>. In particular, e has zero length.
Throughout the remainder of this paper, we shall assume that 0 is a free factorization of the group G. Most of our subsequent definitions will be made with respect to <b, but we shall neglect to denote this explicitly.
For xEG, we denote the length of x with respect to <p by L(x). We fix 2 = U TT = {u\L(u) g l}, ra£* T = {xux~l | u E 2 and x EG}.
Suppose xEG and u is the unique member of 2t(:t) for which
If 0 <pgL(x), then by x"(x) we mean the member TT of <b for which u^EH, and by T"(x) we mean the p-initial segment of x, i.e., u" E x"(x) E <t> and /"(*) = H «,-.
«-i
If p = 0 or L(x) <u, we agree that *>t(x) -{A and T"(x) =» e.
We follow [KlJ and [NM] in defining, for x£G,
where p is L(x)/2 or (L(x) -1)/2 according as L(x) is even or odd. Thus r= {x\s(x) = t(x)-i}, and, for xEG, L(x) is even if and only if c(x) =e. We find it convenient to fix an equivalence relation 3C over G-{e} suggested by the theorem of A. G. Kurosch on subgroups of a free product (see (4) Free products of groups have usually been denned in this way. [Kl] ). For x, yEG-\e\, we say that x Xy if and only if We conclude this section with some lemmas (which can be proved by straightforward checking) regarding length in products of elements x, y, z oi G. We shall apply Lemma 2.1 frequently but without reference.
It may help the reader in visualizing statments of this nature to use a graphical description such as that employed by F. W. Levi (see [LV] ), i.e., represent s(x) and t(x) as sides of an isosceles triangle or trapezoid with c(x) (if different from e) at the apex. The reader may also find useful the following summary of Lemma 2.1: 2.2. Lemma. If L(x) gL(ry) and L(y) >L(z), then
2.7. Lemma. If L(x) gL(xy) =L(y) and xyET, then L(xy) ^L(xyx).
3. A reduction procedure for free products. In this section we develop properties of the reduction procedure and the associated notion of irreducibility stated in Definition 3.1. We shall make strong use in §4 of Theorems 3.3, 3.5, and 3.11 which correspond to key properties of Nielsen's reductions discussed below. In §5, we shall apply these results again and in addition Theorem 3.17. The latter theorem describes the structure of elements of a subgroup of a free product in terms of irreducible generators. Some known results are provided by Theorems 3.13, 3.15, and 3.20.
Let us digress, at this point, to discuss the relationship of Definition 3.1 to various choices of generators elsewhere in the literature.
Our motivation comes from Nielsen's procedure (as applied in [FT] ) for reducing a finite subset A of a free group in a finite number of steps to a set which freely generates [A ]. Nielsen's basic methods appear here as reductions of type (i) and (ii). A reduction of type (ii) must be effected by a multiplier not belonging to I\ lest it be repeatable indefinitely. For this reason we include type (iii) reductions, and in making up a multiplier to effect a reduction of type (i) in general we add to x", in Definition 3.1(i), appropriate factors from T. Our reductions are illustrated in Example 3.2.
Because of the different notions of length, Nielsen's reductions do not coincide with the present reductions applied to a free group (which is, of course, a free product of infinite cyclic groups). Indeed, in case G is freely
[March generated by X with x, y, z distinct members of X, <j> = {[{w}]\ wEX}, P = \xy2, y~h], Q = {xy2, xzlt P' = {x3y, y^x-h2), and Q' = {x3y, x2z2}, then Q is an X reduction of P and P is irreducible with respect to <j> (i.e., in the sense of Definition 3.1), while Q' is a <j> reduction of P' and P' is irreducible with respect to X.
An)' subsequent mention of reductions or irreducibility refers to Defini--tion 3.1.
From Theorem 3.6 we find that every finitely generated subgroup of G has an irreducible set of generators. This is not true in general for groups which are not finitely generated, because there exist groups which have no independent set of generators. However, it can be shown that each subgroup of G possesses essentially irreducible generators in the sense of Definition 3.14. (We do not use this fact except in proving known results.) For example, one can choose as generators the set K defined by Marshall Hall, Jr. (see [HL] ) as those elements not generated by their predecessors in his semialphabetical well-ordering. Applying Lemma 2 of [HL] one easily checks that each finite subset of K can be made irreducible by eliminating superfluous transforms.
There exist finite irreducible sets which cannot be realized as Hall's set K. For example, if u, v, w, x, y, z differ from e and belong to distinct members of <p with v29^e^y2 and P = [uvw, uv2x, uyx, zy2x\, then P is such a set as is any Q with Q\JQ~1=PVJP~1, Qr\Q~1=0.
H. W. Kuhn's method (see [KN] ) of choosing generators using a system of coset functions called a Kurosch system does not in general yield an irreducible set. For example, if <p consists of four groups of order two generated by x, y, z, w respectively, then [xy, xzwy) can be obtained by Kuhn's method and is reducible (type (ii)) to {xy, y~lzwy}. We believe that it can be shown that any irreducible set can be obtained by suitably modifying Kuhn's methods, it being necessary to permit his fixed index a0 to vary from coset to coset for the purposed). Evidently Theorem 3.10 is required to prove this(6).
The conditions imposed by Kurosch, B. H. Neumann, and M. Takahasi in their respective choices of generators in [Kl] , [NM] , and [TK] do not insure irreducibility, although they do insure the property of irreducibility given by Theorem 3.11.
Let us now return to our development.
(6) Professor Kuhn joins in this conjecture.
3.1. Definition. Suppose P is a subset of G, qE [P] , and r is a function on P into G. If (i)(a), (ii)(a), or (iii)(a) holds, we say that P is reducible by the multiplier q. If furthermore (i)(b), (ii)(b), or (iii)(b) respectively holds, we say that t is a reduction transformation of P effected by q.
(i) There exist x, zEP and a, y= +1 such that (a) we have
(b) t(z) =qz'> and r(p) =p for z^pEP-
(ii) There exist x, y, zEP and a, fi, y = +1 such that (a) we have q=yp, y<£r,
There exist x, zEP, ct, y= +1, and p>0 such that (a) we have
-{e}, and /,(*«) = qh(zy);
We shall refer to reducibility and reduction transformations as being of type (i), (ii), or (iii). By an irreducible set we mean a subset of G which is not reducible. Let ti, t2, and r3 be the mappings which leave pi, p2, pit and pt fixed with Ti(Ps) = pips = cu2vua, ri(Ti(pb)) = p3pipt ** abv2ua, t3(t2(ti(P6))) = pip2pspipt = uaua.
Then n, r2, and 73 are respectively reduction transformations of types (iii), (ii), and (i) effected by the respective multipliers pi, pz, and pip2, and tz(t2(ti (P))) is irreducible. Each of the three types of reduction is necessary in that the other two do not suffice to obtain the property of irreducibility stated in Theorem 3.11 (with x = uaua). We follow the pattern of 3.8(11) and 3.9 of [FJ] .
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Next we define S to be the set of (2X + l)-termed sequences | of integers such that 0 g fi g X and 1 g fc g 22n for 1 < i g 2X + 1.
We order 2 lexicographically so that if fc w£E, then £<»; if and only if there exists / > 0 such that fc = rn for 1 g i < j and fc < ijjFor 0 gig raj we define
gauge e<, gauge et<).
As a consequence of the inequality of the geometric and arithmetic means, we note that if card X = 2n< <*> and 8 is an equivalence relation over X, then gauge 8g22n. Accordingly, £(i)£E for Ogigraz. In order to show that m + 1 g card S = (X + 1)24X", we assume that Ogi<raj and show that £('+1)<£(<). This is evident if
By Theorem 3.3 we may therefore assume that r< is not of type (i) and L(n(p)) = L(p) for p E Pt, i.e., fc(<+1> = fc(<>.
Assuming further that r< is effected by the multiplier q and L(s(q))=v, we complete the proof with the following statements:
(i) gauge Q,t =igauge Qfi+l and gauge ef ^gauge ef+1 for p>v;
(ii) if Ti is of type (iii), then gauge dj+1>gauge Ctj+1; (iii) if n is of type (ii) and c(q) =e, then gauge tt'-> gauge a'i+i and gauge ©'• ^ gauge e«fi;
(iv) if rt is of type (ii) and c(q)?±e, then gauge Cj>gauge eJViIn proving these statements, we let x, y, z, a, fi, y, u play the same roles as in Definition 3.1(h) or (iii), according to the type of reduction transformation under consideration. We thereby obtain, for p, rEPi, 8, e= +1, and p>v, and (y, 0) not ft' (y, -j8).
These statements also hold with C', C'+i substituted for ft', ft'+1 respectively. Letting h -1, i = card ((y, -j3)/e!) -1, and £ = card ((y, /3)/e'), we apply Lemma 3.4 to obtain gauge Cj^gauge C'+1. Since also (y, fi) * (x, -a) a] (y, fi) and (y, -fi) * (z, y) a] (y, -fi),
we obtain gauge &(>gauge d'i+1 by substituting ftj for Q\ in the preceding choice of h, j, k and applying Lemma 3.4. This proves (iii).
We establish (iv) with a proof similar to the foregoing proof of (iii). This completes the proof.
3.6. Theorem.
If P is a finite subset of G, then there exists Q such that
[Q]= [P], card @gcard P, and Q is irreducible.
Proof. Apply Theorems 3.3(i) and 3.5.
then b2ET-Proof. Since b is irredundant, bx^b2l9^b3. If bx = b2 or b2 = b3, then L(b2b2) SL(b2), so b2E^-In the alternative case, L(bi)=^L(b2), else L(bxb2) <L(b2), whence P would be reducible (type (i)) by the multiplier bx; similarly L(b2) gL(ft3). Hence in this case also b2EY, else P be reducible (type (ii)) by the multiplier b2.
3.8. Lemma. If P is irreducible, ra > 1, ft£ (PUP-1)", b is irredundant, and L(bi) = L ( IJ bA = L(bj) and bs EV for 1 < j g ra -1, then L^l\b)j^L(bn).
Proof. We deny the conclusion. We have, for 1 </<ra, t(bi) = J(fiy)-1 = t(bj) and irx(c(bx)) = T,(c(Jy)).
Thus P is reducible (type (i)) by the multiplier JJ[j~J bi unless
If L(bi)>L(bn), then L(bn-i)>L(bn-xb") by Lemma 2.2(i), whence P is reducible (type (i)).
Alternatively, bx^bj^br1 for l</gra and bttl=b" for some k with 1 <k<n, since ft is irredundant. Again P is reducible (type (i)), in contradiction, in this case by the multiplier (s-r-3.9. Lemma. If P is irreducible, n>l, 6£(PUP-1)", b is irredundant, and
Proof. Denying the conjunction of (i) and ( 3.10. Theorem. If P is irreducible, 6£(PUP-1)", and ft is irredundant, then^( ilfti) gifflft*) for 1 g Ag h' g ra.
Proof. The theorem is trivial if ra = 1. We assume that ra> 1 and the theorem is true for smaller ra. We need only show that Let jfe = max j/ | 1 g / < ra and T, f IJ ft< j < T ( IJ ft<)} , ot = max </1 k g / < ra and T(ft&) = T ( H ft* J for k g A g / > .
Then 1 g£g?ra<ra.
We have, using the inductive hypothesis, Proof. Choose ft£(PWP_1)n such that x= IJ"_i ft,-, and ft is irredundant. Apply Theorem 3.10.
3.12. Theorem. If P is irreducible and [P] = G, then PC2.
Proof. By Theorem 3.11 we have [PPiS] =G. Therefore P-2 =0, else P be reducible (type (i)).
3.13. Theorem(7). If rank G is finite, then rank G= E#e* rank TT.
Proof. Apply Theorem 3.6 to obtain an irreducible set Q such that
[Q] =G and card Q = rank G. Then QE% by Theorem 3.12. Therefore rank H g card (Q f\ H) for H E <t>, whence E rank TT g card Q = rank G. raE* The reverse inequality is obvious.
3.14. Definition. We say that a subset Q of G is essentially irreducible if Q is reducible only by transformations of type (i) with q X x Xz ET and q& = e, referring to the notation of Definition 3.1(i). (') Proved independently by Gruschko (see [GK] ) and B. H. Neumann (see [NM] ). By elementary cardinality arguments (see Levi, [LV] , or [NM] ) this theorem also holds if rank G is infinite.
(8) In view of the sixth paragraph of this section, this theorem provides no less than the sixth published proof of the Kurosch subgroup theorem (we cite [KI ] , [BL] , [TK] , [KN] , and [HL] ), although, except in the finitely generated case, we borrow heavily from a previous proof to obtain essentially irreducible generators. then yp is a free factorization of [Q] . Moreover, each member ofypis either infinite cyclic or conjugate to a subgroup of some member of <p.
Proof. Suppose »>0, aE(Q\JQ~l)n, and a is irredundant. To prove that yp is a free factorization of [Q], we must show that n II a{ 5* e. t=i Referring to Definition 3.14, we obtain PEQ such that P is irreducible and at e pu p-1 u [pr\ rn (o,/ac)] for 1 ^ » g ».
We further obtain m^n and bE(P^JP~1)m such that 6 is irredundant and It may be assumed that u not X bx and ft" not X v for by conjugation we could arrive at this case or obtain the conclusion. Then
is irredundant.
Since u X dvd~lET, by Theorem 3.10 we have
Since vET, we also have L(b"v) =L(v). Therefore b"E^ by Theorem 3.17(H), (vi) . It follows that bn Xv, in contradiction.
3.20. Theorem(10). // Q is essentially irreducible, HE4>, *EG, and
[Q]r\xHx~17* {e\, then there exists a unique equivalence class A in the Xpartitioning of Q such that 4. Homomorphisms on a free group onto a free product. This section is devoted chiefly to proving our main result, Theorem 4.4, which removes the finite rank restriction on Gruschko's theorem characterizing the homomorphisms on a free group onto a free product in a simple natural way. The conjecture of Federer and Jonsson in [Fj] is thereby verified-we generally follow their methods in 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3. Example 4.5 prohibits removing the proviso in Theorem 4.4 that F be free.
It may be noted that with Theorems 3.3(i), 3.5, and 3.12 available, an elementary proof of Theorem 4.4 is at hand for the case where rank F is finite. Choose a set X which freely generates F, carry out a succession of reduction transformations beginning on f(X) until an irreducible set is obtained and carry out corresponding elementary transformations beginning on X. Once Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 are established, there is no difficulty in obtaining the related results of Federer and Jonsson (Theorems 6.3 and 6.4 of [FJ] ) which inspired this investigation.
One easily proves, for this purpose, that if / is a homomorphism on a free group P onto a cyclic group, then there exist X and xEX such that F is freely generated by X and f(y) = e for * ■£ y £ X. 4.1. Lemma. If f is a homomorphism on the group F onto G, P' is a finite subset of F, P =f(P'), P is reducible, and (iii) P'n/-i(2)c<2';
Proof. First we observe that if xE [P] and s(x), t(x)ET, then xET, and if xET, then I"(x)ET for utO.
We choose r to be a reduction transformation of P effected by a multiplier q subject to the following conditions:
Case I. If possible, qET. Case II. If Case I does not apply and t is of type (ii), then t(q)EPFixing C={p\T(p)=p}, we choose bE(CKJC~l)n such that n q = II ft*, s(q) = s(bx), t(q) = t(bx) and /(fti) = s(fty)-1 = l(bj) for 1 < / g ra.
We further choose b'E(P'VF'-l)« and q'E [P'] such that n /(ft/) = ft,-for 1 g / g ra and </ = H bi. *=i
For r£P' we define r'(r)' to be q'rq'-1, q'r, rq'~l, or r according as r(f(r))' is qf(r)q~l, qf(r), f(r)q~l, or f(r) with e=+l. We define Q = range r and Q' = range t'. Then (i) and (ii) are immediate. Supposing (iii) is false, choose rEP' such that/(r) £2 and r'(r) j^r. Then t is of type (i) and r(f(r)) =e, whence
in contradiction to the hypothesis. Therefore (iii) holds. To check (iv) and (v) we suppose that rEP' and p=f(r). We have rE [{fti',---,ftn',r'(r)}].
Clearly r'(r)EQ' and, for lg/gra, b'jEQ'VQ'-1, since bjEC\JC~\ Clearly qET implies 6;£F for 1 g/gw.
Therefore to complete the proof of 
Proof. Letting Q^ = W and Qo=f(W), we apply Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 3.5 to obtain m ^0 and, for 1 ^j^m, sets Py, Pj, Qi, Qj, E,-, Ej such that Qm Proof. Let fl be the class of all three-termed sequences A such that Ax, A2, A3 are disjoint subsets of F, F is freely generated by ^4i W A2 W A3,
and
We observe that (X^f-1®), 0, X-f-l(2))EV. We can follow the proof of Theorem 6.3 of [FJ] quite closely to show that if S is a nonvacuous simply-ordered subclass of fl containing no maximal element, then / U Alt 0, n A3\ 4.4. Theorem. /// is a homomorphism on the free group F onto G, then there exists a free factorization yp of F in one-one correspondence with <p such that f(J)Ed> andf(J) corresponds to J for JEyp.
Proof. Apply Theorem 4.3 to obtain X such that P is freely generated by X and/(X)C2.
Choose H0E<f> such that if {e} E<t>, then 770 = \e). Let
4.5. Example. The following example demonstrates that the requirement that F be free may not be deleted from Theorem 4.4.
Consider the case where <p consists of two groups of order two. Suppose the group E is freely generated by {x, y) and x j&y. Let N be the least normal subgroup of E containing x%y~2. We assert that in this case:
(i) there exists a homomorphism on E/N onto G; (ii) there exists no proper free factorization of E/N. Let/be a homomorphism on E onto G such that/(x),/(y)£2. Then (i) follows from the fact that AfCkernel /• Assuming E/N can be decomposed, apply Theorem 4.4 (or Gruschko's theorem) to obtain a set {z, w\ which freely generates E and such that zA7 and wN generate the free factors. Then zA7 or wN, say zN, has finite order, so that either/(z) =e or L(f(z)) is odd, which can be shown to be false(u).
5. Decision procedures in free products. In this section we consider the decidability of the questions of reducibility of finite subsets of G and membership in finitely generated subgroups of G.
For each HE<t> we make the following assumptions: (i) Multiplication and inversion in H are computable. (ii) A procedure is at hand, given a finite subset A of H and w£i7, for deciding whether or not w£ [A ] and for producing, in the event of an affirmative answer, aE(AVJA-1)" such that u= II?_i fli. 5.1. Theorem. If P is a finite subset of G, then we can decide whether or not P is reducible and, if so, we can carry out a reduction transformation.
Proof. To test for reducibility of type (i), assuming PnP-1 = 0, we examine all x, z£PWP_1 such that (") Details omitted, since the indecomposability of E/N has become obvious from the test given by A. Shenitzer (see [SN] ). Professor Kuhn has proposed a classical approach by showing that each element of E/N can be uniquely represented as (xy)mynN with m, n arbitrary integers, and deducing that E/N has no elements of finite order. To prove uniqueness his proof requires reference to the Schreier representation of a free product with identified subgroups (see [SR] ), but unlike the other two proofs does not require Gruschko's theorem.
x 9^ z, L(x) g L(z), t(x)~l = I"(z), and irll+x(x~1) = x"+i(z), where n = L(t(x)), resolving the question into the question of whether or not, in some such case, c(x) =e or h(h(z)-l*)c(x) E [{c(p) | p E t(x)-^x(c(x))l(x) r\P-{z}\], which can be decided by assumption (ii). We test for reducibility of type (iii) in a similar manner. Testing for reducibility of type (ii) and carrying out reduction transformations of any type are straightforward.
5.2. Theorem. Suppose we are given a finite subset P of G and xEG. Then we can prescribe a procedure for deciding whether or not xE [P] and for producing, in the event of an affirmative answer, ft£(PUP_1)n such that x= x1a=i biProof. In view of Theorems 5.1, 3.3(i), and 3.5, we may just as well assume that P is irreducible. If L(x) = l, then the question is decidable by hypothesis and Theorem 3.11. We assume that L(x)>l and that we have prescribed the procedure for smaller values of L(x).
The answer is affirmative if and only if we can find ft£(PWP-1)" such that ft is irredundant and x = U?=1 ft<. We shall consider candidates for the roles of ft* and bk in such a sequence where h = max {i\ i is isolated leftwards in ft}, k = min {i \ h g i and i is isolated rightwards in ft}; thus 1 gftg/fegra. Such ft, h, k must satisfy the subsequent conditions. From We now describe the test to which we put each pair p, rEP^JP~l as candidates for the respective roles of bh and bk in the preceding paragraph. In view of Theorem 3.10 and the preceding paragraph, we reject the candidates unless L(p) = L(r) £ L(x), l(p) = s(r)~\ and n(c(p)) = n(c(r)).
Letting pi = L(s(r)) and v=L(s(r)c(r)), assuming this test met, we determine whether or not 
